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Notes on contributors
Abdulrahman Abdulaziz is an assistant professor of mathematics at the University of Balamand in North Lebanon.
His main field of interest is symmetry in chaotic dynamical systems. In the last nine years he has been working on a
major book called “Number, Limit and Symmetry”, now in the final stages of preparation. The book covers a wide
range of topics ranging from the simple concept of number to the sophisticated notion of aperiodic tiling, passing
through the relation between mathematics and nature.
Charles S.F. Burnett is Professor of the History of Islamic Influences in Europe at The Warburg Institute of the Uni-
versity of London. His research interests concern various aspects of the transmission of Islamic sciences to medieval
Europe, and in recent years in particular the development of the forms and use of Arabic numerals. His numerous
publications include “The Semantics of Indian Numerals in Arabic, Greek and Latin”, Journal of Indian Philosophy
34 (2006), pp. 15–30, and “Sefer ha-Middot: A Mid-Twelfth-Century Text on Arithmetic and Geometry Attributed to
Abraham Ibn Ezra”, Aleph 6 (2006), pp. 57–238 (with Tony Lévy).
Della Fenster is an associate professor of mathematics at the University of Richmond. Her research lies in the history
of mathematics, particularly in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. She recently returned from her sabbatical as a
Senior Research Fellow at the Erwin Schrödinger International Institute for Mathematical Physics in Vienna, Austria,
where she pursued a collaborative project related to the development of class field theory and continued her work on
a biography of the American mathematician Leonard Dickson.
Gianluigi Oliveri has held posts at the Universities of Leeds, Keele and Oxford, and is presently at the University
of Palermo (Italy). His research has been in the philosophy of mathematics and in the philosophy of language. He
edited the collections: The Philosophy of Michael Dummett (Kluwer, 1994), Truth in Mathematics (O.U.P., 1998), and
From the Tractatus to the Tractatus and Other Essays (Peter Lang, 2001); and has recently published “Mathematics
as a Quasi-empirical Science” (Foundations of Science, 2006), and a research monograph, A Realist Philosophy of
Mathematics (King’s College London Publications, 2007).
Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze is a German historian of mathematics at Agder University College (Kristiansand,
Norway). He has been working on the history of functional analysis, function theory, stochastics, and on the social
history of mathematics in the Third Reich. Recently he has focussed on the biography of Richard von Mises. His
German book on “Mathematicians fleeing from Hitler’s Germany” (1998) is currently being revised for an extended
translation into English.
Laura E. Turner is a graduate student in the Department of Mathematics at Simon Fraser University. She is currently
completing a study of Gösta Mittag-Leffler’s mathematical work, its reception, and its relationship to his role as an
international mathematical organizer.
Benjamin Wardhaugh is a Post-Doctoral Research Fellow at All Souls College, Oxford. He has worked on math-
ematical studies of music in England between 1653 and 1705, on which he is preparing a monograph. His current
research is on the uses of mathematics more generally in England between 1650 and 1750. He is the author of “The
Logarithmic Ear: Pietro Mengoli’s mathematics of music”, Annals of Science 64 (2007), pp. 327–348.
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Notes on contributors / Historia Mathematica 35 (2008) 80–81 81Clemency Williams is a recent Ph.D. graduate from the Department of History of Mathematics, Brown University,
Rhode Island, where she studied as a Fulbright scholar. She currently holds a lectureship position at the University
of Canterbury in New Zealand, teaching and researching the history and philosophy of mathematics with a focus on
the so-called exact sciences in antiquity. She is presently working on a book that focuses on the theoretical treatment
of eclipse phenomena in the ancient world, in which she explores early mathematical and astronomical achievements
through primary source material in Sanskrit, Arabic, Greek, Latin, and Cuneiform.
Paul R. Wolfson teaches mathematics at West Chester University of Pennsylvania. His research interests in the history
of mathematics include nineteenth-century invariant theory and nineteenth-century geometry.
